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Poems of the Day - MAY, 2021.

Thursday 6th May, 2021.

THE MULTI-ONE

By George Onsy (EGYPT)

 

I’m one

Yes, I’m only one,

The human being

That God brought

To this existence

Of multiplicity.

I have one tongue

To speak out

My joys and sorrows

Though heard

In many languages.

I have one skin

That feels caresses

And whip’s lashes

Though looks

In many colours.

I have one heart 

Beating on rhythms

Of likes and dislikes

Of faith and doubt

Though following

Many religions.

I have one mind

That tries to tell me

Wednesday 5th May, 2021.

I AM CRYING YOU, MORNING

By Pavol Janik, PhD (SLOVAKIA)

Translated by Smiljana Piksiades (CANADA)

 

Behind the horizon the light is spraying.

The sky tremble’s like a tear.

The winged summer wilts.

Through the algae’s a lonesome dew slides.

Trees hold empty nests in their hands.

I quietly sing birds psalms.

In the empty night, empty star is falling.

Empty gaze of water is still cloudy.

I read an exclamation of silence

and drink the morning blood stream aloud.

The morning is taking deep breaths.

With its soft palms of the hands,

the haze crumbles poems.

Heart’s beating is not quieter.

Unbelievable sobs, like as if it was dead

 

END 
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It’s Our ONE God’s Grace

Of MULTICULTURALISM.

 

END 

Tuesday 4th May, 2021.

SHALL I DARE AND DREAM? 

By Meri Utkovska (THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH

MACEDONIA)

 

You are a ripple 

In the vastness of my ocean,

A notion of rise and fall,

Hide and seek,

You speak to me

Of hyacinths, blue bells and daffodils, 

My dear, my love, my will!

Under your branches silence lies still

Your birds carry me 

Flower petals and sunshine rays and melodies, 

I lie still, do I dare to dream?

I am a ripple in the vastness of an ocean,

A notion of rise And fall,

Hide and seek,

Die and live,

I lie still,

Shall I dare and dream?

 

END 

Monday 3rd May, 2021.

SOMEONE LOVED ME

By Amrita Valan (INDIA)

 

Someone loved me someone old,

Someone loved me with a heart of gold.

Someone blest me with dreams untold,

Sheltered me from the world so cold.

Watched over the soul I sold,

Bought it back with price untold.

 

Something old was holding me,

Guiding me, Oh! Guarding me.

A guardian angel, in the realm of thought.

At lightning speed, dream to reality

Was swiftly wrought.

 

They are He, and He is them,

Multiplicity, in Singularity then.

 

One in many, and many in one

Realms of love

Peace and blessings

To everyone.

 

END 

Sunday 2nd May, 2021.

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT?

By Carrie Vaccaro Nelkin (USA)

 

Maybe nothing.

A conceit,

a misshapen idea,

a lie for the dirty dishes

and the pain of paychecks.

A need

and justification

for the cry of I am.

Saturday 1st May, 2021.

MATCH BOX

By Pragya Suman (INDIA)

 

The brown match box -

On the window will

Is still there -

Stacked graveyard

The aged - wrinkled - eaten up - days

are laid

In wooden match sticks

Whenever my throat gets smoky
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Like everyone else’s.

A gift, is it?

An excuse to pine

and reach

and twist into God’s breath?

It’s important

to know.

A gift is a treasure,

whining pretentious.

Is it the split

on a hare’s lip,

the shaft in a feather,

the edge of a coin?

Nothing, and all?

 

END 

I used to pick them one by one

To set the fire -

I burn the corpse

Day after day. 

 

END 
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Information
All content copyright THE POET

and the poets and writers featured.

Reproduction in any way without

the appropriate consent is strictly

prohibited. 

 

We're human and we do make

mistakes, so if you see any, or if any

links don't work, please let us know! 

CLICK HERE if you have a collection of poetry that you would like to self-publish.
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